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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X denote a paracompact G-space, where G is a compact Lie group, 
and let Orb x, x E A’, denote the orbit containing x. When 
HE(Orb x) = H*( pt), i.e., the action is free in the cohomological sense, 
cohomological index theory for single spaces, as a replacement for Ljuster- 
nik-Schnirelmann category, has proved quite useful (see, e.g., 
[ 1, 2, 3,4, 51). When the action is such that isotropy groups of positive 
dimension occur, e.g., if the fixed point set Fix X under the action is non- 
empty, the single space cohomological index is infinite. In [6] and [7], 
special cases of relative cohomological index theory, i.e., index of a pair 
(A’, A) of G-spaces were successfully employed, where A is usually chosen 
to contain all the “bad orbits.” Our primary objective here is to set forth 
the general theory of relative cohomological index theory (already referen- 
ced in [7]). Our setting will be the category of paracompact G-pairs 
(X, A). We fix a field of coefficients K and choose a subring A of H*(BG), 
the cohomology of the classifying space for G. We define two particular 
theories Index,(X, A) and Index:(X, A) which while they share many 
properties (e.g., additivity, continuity), each has advantages over the other. 
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to their basic properties. Section 4 contains 
useful computational results and in Section 5 we illustrate the application 
of these relative theories to obtain abstract critical point theorems, one of 
which has as a corollary one of the main results in [6] and its SU(2) ver- 
sion. The proof of this result [6] employed a generalized Borsuk-Ulam 
theorem for S’ actions which were not free. The proof contained here is a 
direct application of the theory Index:(X, A). 
We wish to thank Paul Rabinowitz for many helpful discussions. 
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2. RELATIVE INDEX THEORIES: BASIC PROPERTIES 
A general approach to index theory could be described as follows. Let 
9 denote a category and /1 a (graded) ring and let M: .9 + n-mod a 
contravariant functor from 9 to the category of (graded) n-modules. Then, 
if XEb we set 
Index,, X= rank[/i/Annih M(X)], 
where Annih M(X) are those E-E A which annihilate all of M(X). However, 
rather than take this very general approach we will concentrate on two 
particular cases in the following setting. 
Fix a compact Lie group G and let B denote the category of paracom- 
pact G-pairs (X, A). Here X is a paracompact G-space and A is a closed 
G-subspace. The morphisms in 9 are equivariant maps f: (X, A) -+ (Y, E) 
between paracompact G-pairs. Let pG: EG + BG denote the universal 
G-bundle which we will denote simply by p: E --+ B since G is fixed 
throughout this section. E is a free G-space which is contractible and we 
may also assume both E and B are paracompact. Then if (X, A) E 9, G acts 
freely on E x X by the action g(e, X) = (ge, gx), g E G, (e, X) E E x X. Thus, 
we have a principal G-bundle pair 
II x.,4 : Ex(XA)+Ex.(X,A), 
where Ex.(X,A)=(Ex.X,Ex.A) and Ex,X, Ex,A are the 
corresponding orbit spaces. We also have a classifying map qx and a 
diagram 
ExX - E 
‘Ix I I P 
Ex,X Y.Y - B. 
Now, using coefficients in a field ft6 (which will not be displayed as a rule) 
and Alexander-Spanier cohomology we set (Bore1 cohomology, see 
Quillen [ 8 ] ) 
H;(X, A)= H*(Ex, (X, A)). 
Suppose now that /i c H*(B) is a subring (always with unit), then the cup 
product 
H;(X, A)OH,*(X)+H;ji(X, A) 
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together with 
q;: P(E) + H,*(X) 
endows Hz(X, A) with a A-module structure. Precisely, 
x/t = x u q;(l), AEA, XEH$(X,A). 
2.1. Remark. If X=pt is a single point, we identify H,f$(pt) with 
H*(B) = H*(BG). 
An equivariant map f: (X, A ) + ( Y, C) between G-pairs induces a map 
lx,f=f,: ~x,(-KA)+~x.(Y,C) 
and hence a homomorphism of A-modules 
f :: HZ( Y, C) + HZ(X, A). 
Thus, Hz is a cohomology functor from the category of paracompact 
G-pairs and equivariant maps to the category of A-modules, A c H*(B) = 
H*(BG). 
2.2. Remark. If (X, A) has finitely generated cohomology over 06, then 
HE(X, A) is finitely generated over A = Hz( pt) (see Quillen [8]). 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let A c H*( B; W ) = H*( BG, W ) denote a subring and 
(X, A) a G-pair. Let 9I c A denote the annihilator of H*(X, A; W), i.e., 
Regard A/‘8 as a module over K and set 
Index,(X, A) = rank K A/%. 
Let us compare this notion with previous cohomological index theories. 
(1) If A = @ and A = H$( pt), then because we have a unit 1 E p’(X) 
2l is just the kernel of q$: A + Hz(X). If G= Z, and od = Z,, then 
A = Zz[u], dim u = 1. Thus, ‘?I is generated by uk for some k and 
Index,,, X= k = min q:(d) = 0, 
which is essentially the Yang index [9]. 
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(2) If A = @, G = S’, /1= Hz( it) and 06 = Q the field of rationals, 
then JI = Q [u], dim u = 2. Again, YI is generated by uk for some k and 
Index,Yl X= k = min {q,T(u’) = O> 
I 
and Index,l X= Index,* X= Index,* X, as in [2]. 
(3) If A = @ and a E H*(BG) is a chosen element, then, following 
VI3 
Index* X=min {qz(r’)=O]. 2 l 
The, if n is the polynomial ring !K[u], 
Index,* X= Index,, X. 
(4) Let G = S’ and A = Fix X, the points of X left fixed under G (also 
often denoted by X”). Then, if 06 = Q the field of rationals, 
Index,(X, Fix X) as defined in [6] coincides with Index,(X, A), 
A = H*(@P’, cl)). 
The second case of interest to us is the following. We remain in the 
category .Y of paracompact G-pairs and employ the above notation. For 
(X, A) E ,Jp we have the coboundary operator 
H;(A)& H,f$(X, A) 
and the augmentation 
and let Mq( X, A) = image 6 for q 3 1 and M”(X, A) = image E. Note that 
when A = @, M”(X) contains the unit 1 E HE(X, A). Now if /1 c HF( it) is 
a subring, M(X, A) = i MY(X, A)} is a /i-submodule of HE(X, A). 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let 91 denote the annihilator of the graded /i-module 
M( X, A ). Set 
Indext,(X, A) = rank. /l/%‘. 
2.5. Remurk. We will refer to the index theory given by Definition 2.4 
as d-index theory. Since 2I’ 1 ‘u, we have 
Indexq(X, A) d Index-,(X, A) 
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and when A = 0 
Index: X = Index, X. 
2.6. Remark. There is an index theory Index,M(X, A) for every A-sub- 
module M(X, A) of HF(X, A) but again we remark that we will not pursue 
this generality. 
We will concentrate on the basic properties of Index,, and make 
appropriate comments about the corresponding properties for b-index 
theory. In the next section we will study conditions under which Index,, 
and Index: are finite. We remind the reader that 9’ designates the category 
of paracompact G-pairs (X, A), where G is a compact Lie group. Also, 
coefficients are in a field K and n c Hs(pt) is a subring with unit. If /i is 
generated by a single element c( and the unit 1, we will call it monogenic. 
2.7. PROPOSITION (Monotone property). Let f: (X, A) --, ( Y, B) denote 
a morphism in 9. Zff,*: H$( Y, B) -+ Hs(X, A) is surjective 
(a) Index,(X, A) Q Index,( Y, B). 
Zf A and B are empty, 
(b) Index,, X < Index,, Y. 
Proof. (a) fz: HF(Y, B)-+Hz(X, A) is a n-homomorphism. Let 
lu(X, A), 2I( Y, B) denote the annihilators of H$(X, A) and Hz( Y, B), 
respectively. If I E ‘U( Y, B) and u E Ha(X, A) choose u such that f  *(v) = u. 
Then u1= ,f*(nv) = 0 and hence 
2I( Y, B) c %(X, A). 
(b) If A and B are empty, f  induces 
Ex,XL Ex, Ya BG, 
where qx is the classifying map for the G-space E x Y, and q .f - qx. Thus 
ker q*y 1 n c ker 4.; ( /i. Since ker q$I ,4 = 2I(X) and ker q*y 1 A = 9I( Y), the 
result follows. 
2.76. PROPOSITION (Monotone Property for d-index). Let f: (X, A) + 
(Y, B) denote a morphism in 9. Zf (f 1 A): : Hz(B) -+ Hz(A) is surjective, 
then 
(a) Index:(X, A) < Indexb,( Y, B). 
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In the noteworthy special case XC Y, A = B we have 
(b) Index:(X, A)<Indexi(Y, A). 
Proof Just use the diagram of A-homomorphisms 
H,*(A) 6 H;,*(X A) 
VIA )* 
I I 
1.* 
H;(B) 6 HG*( Y, W 
2.8. PROPOSITION (Additive property). Let X=X, u X2, A = A, u A, 
with A, cX,, A,cX, and (X,, A,), (X2, A,) in 9. ZfA is monogenic, then 
(a) Index,(X, A) d Index,(X,, A,) + Index,(X,, AZ) + 
Index,,(X, n X2, A, n A,). If A2 = 0, 
(b) Index,,(X, A,)<Index,(X,, A,)+Index,X,. 
(c) Suppose X, = X2, then 
Index,,(X, A, u AZ) d Index,,(X, A,) + Index,(A, u A?, A,). 
Proof: (a) Let 2I, 2l,, 2I,, 2I,, denote the annihilators of H,*(X, A), 
H,*(X,, A, ), Hz(X,, A,), and Hs(X, n X,, A, n A,), respectively. A simple 
Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that 55, ‘2112 $!I,, c ‘3. 
(b) This case is not covered by (a) and requires a separate argument. 
Let 
‘21, = Annih H,*(X,, A, ), 
21, = Annih Hz(X?), 
2I = Annih Hz( X, A, ). 
First, we show that ‘$!I, 21z c (11. Take %, E ‘U,, ;1, E ‘2&, and consider the 
diagram 
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where i, and j, are inclusions and the q*‘s are induced by classifying maps. 
Since 91z, = ker q$, q$(&)=a, pulls back to /I2 in H$(X, X,), i.e., 
j:(p,) = ~1~. Take any element u E H$(X, A, ). Then, using the diagram 
HG*(X, X,) kl’ H$r, A 1) - Kw,, A,), 
uL, pulls back to CC, E H$(X, X,). Thus 
But alpz E HF(X, X) = 0, and hence A,& E 2I. Then, 
rank A/‘% < rank A/%, + rank /i/au, 
and our result follows. 
(c) The simple argument using the exact sequence 
is left to the reader. 
2.86. PROPOSITION (Additivity of the h-index). Proposition 2.8 holds for 
b-index, replacing Index,, by Index ;. However, for (c) the inequality reads 
Index:(X,A, uA,)dIndex~(X,A,)+Index,(A,uA,, A,), 
a mixture of Index and S-Index. 
Proof: An adaptation of the proof of Proposition 2.8 using naturality 
properties of 6 suffices. 
2.9. PROPOSITION (Piercing property). Let (X, A) denote a paracompact 
G-pair, Y = Xx Z, with action g(x, t) = (gx, t), g E G, x E X, and Z = A x I. 
Set (X,, A,) = (X, A) x {t}. Suppose 
Y=XxZ= You Y,, xlzlc ycl and x, c y,, 
where Y, and Y, are closed invariant subsets of Y. Then, if Zi = Z n Yi, 
i = 0, 1, we have 
Index,( Y, n Y,, Z, n Z,) > Index,(X, A). 
Proof. The proof is an adaptation of the special case in [3]. Introduce 
the inclusion maps 
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(Y,Z) (Y,Z) 
4,: (Yen Y,, ZonZl)c (Y,, Z,), 
1,: (Yen Y,.Z,nZ,)c(Y,,Z,), 
which all induce n-homomorphisms on G-cohomology. Now, consider the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
where i = (ix, -i:), 4 = I,* $1:. A simple argument shows that lo* is injec- 
tive. Then, let 1’: ( Y,, Z,) --, (X,, A,) denote (equivariant) projection and 
yo, the restriction to ( Y,, n Y, , Z, n Z, ). The commutative diagram 
assures us that since y* is injective (yk,=id), J!:, is also injective. Thus, if 
‘U c n is the annihilator of Hg(X,,, A,) and $a is the annihilator of 
Hz( Y, n Y,, Z, n Z, ), we have %’ c QI and hence 
Index,4( Y0 n Y,, Z0 n Z,) 2 Index,(X,, A,) = Index,(X, A). 
2.10. Remark. When, A = @ we have equality in Proposition 2.9 
because Index,,( Y, n Y, ) d Index X0. Also the above argument is easily 
adapted to work for S-index. 
2.11. PROPOSITION (Piercing property for d-index). Proposition 2.9 
holds for b-index. 
2.12. PROPOSITION (Lower semicontinuity). Suppose that H,$(X, A ) is 
finitely generated over A, (X, A) E 9 and X is a closed invariant subset of 
YE 9. Then, given invariant neighborhoods (in Y) U and V of X and A, 
respectiveI)., there exist closed invariant neighborhoods N and M, M c N, of 
A and X, respectivel~~, such that N c U, M c V, and 
Index.,,(N, M) 3 Index,(X, A). 
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If A = 0 and A is also Noetherian, 
Index,, N = Index,, X. 
Proof. Since Hz(X, A) is finitely generated over A, we choose M and N 
so that N c U, Mc V and the inclusion induced homomorphism 
H,*(J’, A I+ HXN M) 
is surjective. Thus using the monotone property (Proposition 2.7), we have 
Index,(N, M) >/ Index,,(X, A). 
When A = 0, let 2I = Annih Hz(X). Assuming /1 is Noetherian, ‘$I is 
finitely generated over /i. Let qx: E xG X+ B, qN: E xG N + B denote 
classifying maps for X and N inducing the diagram 
HZI(X) - HlW) 
Since 2I = ker q$, we may further reline N so that ker qzc ker qj$. This 
forces, Index,, X3 Index,, N and hence, in this case, Index, X= Index, N. 
2.13. Remark. If n = H”,‘““(pt) and H*(X, A) is finitely generated over 
06, then (see Quillen [8]) Hz(X, A) is finitely generated as a /l-module. 
When 06 is the rational field this n is also Noetherian. 
2.14. PROPOSITION (Lower semicontinuity for b-index). Proposition 2.12 
holds with Index; replacing Index,,. 
3. FINITENESS CONDITIONS 
The simplest criterion for Index,(X, A) to be finite is the following. 
3.1. THEOREM. Suppose Hz(Orb x) is acyclic over K for every x E X- A. 
Suppose further that X is finite dimensional and separable metric. Then, 
Index,(X, A) < co. 
Proof: Consider the map 
q: E XG (X A I+ W/G, A/G) 
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with fibers q-‘(x) = E/G,, where G, is the isotropy at x. Let Orb x = Gx 
denote the orbit of x. Then, 
E x G Orb x = E/G, = BG,, 
where BG, is the classifying space of the isotropy group G,. Thus 
H*(q ~’ [xl) = Hg(Orb x) = K and the Vietoris mapping theorem applies 
to yield [S], 
Hg(X, A) - H*(XIG, A/G) 
and since H“(X/G, A/G) vanishes for q sufficiently large, the same applies 
to Hz(X, A). Thus, Index,,(X, A) < co, since /i = {/i”} is of finite rank over 
H in each dimension q. 
Another simple condition for finiteness is compactness. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose (X, A) is a compact G-pair and A is a 
G-neighborhood retract in X. Suppose A is Noetherian and 
Index,,(Orb x) < co fbr all -YE X- A. Then, Index,,(X, A) < CO. 
Proof For each x E X-A, select an invariant neighborhood N, such 
that Orb, c N., and Index,, Orb .Y = Index, N.,. If A is an equivariant 
retract of a neighborhood U, Index,( U, A) =O. Since IN.,, U> is a cover of 
X, there are a finite number of N,‘s, say N,,..., N, such that 
(U Ni) u U = X. But, by the monotone property 
Index.(X A) < Index,,(X, U) < 1 Index,, Ni< co. 
Our next finiteness theorem requires some preliminaries. Let (X, A) 
denote a paracompact G-pair. We assume that X-A has only finitely 
many orbit types, i.e., a finite number of nonconjugate isotropy subgroups, 
H, ,..., H,. We also assume that our subring /1 c Ha( pt) is Noetherian and 
H,Z(X, A) is finitely generated over A. We introduce the following notation: 
p.=kerq.:I/1: n-+Hz(Orbx), 
i.e., the kernel of homomorphism H*(BG,) + H*(BG), restricted to A, 
where G, is the isotropy at x. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let rU’= n p.,, where .Y ranges over X-A. Then, if 
Index,(Orb x) < CC for all x E X-A, A/2l’ is finitely generated over K. 
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Proof: Let pi= p,,, where xi belongs to an orbit of type Hi. Then, 
‘?I’ = cl:=, pi. The natural injection 
implies A/pi n pz is finitely generated over K. Induction completes the 
argument. 
3.4. LEMMA. Continuing with the notation of the previous lemma, 
A/[%‘]” is finitely generated over K for every integer n > 0. 
Proof: Let A = {A”}, the usual grading. Then, since A/%’ is finitely 
generated over K, A4 c ‘8 for q sufficiently large. Since A is Noetherian, VI 
is finitely generated over A and this implies that [21’IH also has the 
property that A4 c [‘%‘I” for q sufficiently large. Thus, A/[‘W]n is finitely 
generated over K. 
Now, take a E HJ$(X, A) and let p, c A denote the annihilator of a. Then, 
if 2I c A is the annihilator of all of Hg(X, A), 
and we note also that since ‘QI is finitely generated over A, 
‘LI = ii P,,, ai E Hz(X, A). 
i= I 
3.5. LEMMA. Let ( bi} denote a finite basis over A of the ideal VI’. Sup- 
pose that for some positive integer N, bye ‘8 for each i. Then, [‘%‘I” c ‘3 
and A/% is finitely generated over K, i.e., Index,(X, A) is finite. 
Proof: An easy consequence of the previous lemmas. 
To apply Lemma 3.5 we recall some basic facts concerning localization 
[lo]. Let Z c A denote a multiplicative set and M a A-module. Then 
M[Z-‘1 = MO,, A[.Z-‘1, 
where A[C-‘1 is the quotient ring generated by C, is the module A4 
localized at Z. It has the basic property 
M[C-‘]=OoZnpp,#@ 
for every annihilator p, of a E M. Thus, if bi E 2I’ is a basis element for 2I’ 
as in Lemma 3.4, we let 2 denote the multiplicative set generated by b;. 
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Then, since 6, E n p ~, x E X- A, bi annihilates H,(Orb X) for every 
.Y E X- A. Thus, 
H,(Orbx)@,, /i[C-‘]=O 
for every .X E X- A. Consider now the following proposition. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose that ,for each x-EX-A H&Orb x)0,, 
A[C ‘1 =O. Then H<;(X, A)@,, A[Z ‘]=O. 
If we grant this proposition for a moment and a, ,..., ak is a finite /i-basis 
for 2l, then there is an integer N 3 1 such that for every i, 6” E n p,, = !!I. 
Then, Lemma 3.5 implies that Index,,(X, A) is finite and we have the 
following finiteness theorem. 
3.7. THEOREM. Suppose (X, A) is a G-space with finitely generated 
cohomology, A is Noetherian and X- A has finitely man}’ orbit types. 
Suppose ,further that Index,,(Orb x) is ,finite ,for all XE X- A. Then, 
Index., (X, A ) is ,finite. 
We are left to prove Proposition 3.5. The basic tool is a localized spectral 
sequence with 
E,r.q = H”(X/G, A/G, zY), 
where 3“ is a sheaf of /1-modules, with stalk &= H;I;(X, A)@,, /i[Z-‘1 
converging in the usual sense to Hz(X, G)@,, n[Z-‘]. This can be 
obtained by modifying the Leray sequence of the map [S] 
q: Exti(X,A)+(X/G,A/G) 
using the fact that .@,, A[.,?- ‘1 is an exact functor. Alternatively, in the 
category of G-CW pairs (X, A), the associated filtration of (X/G, A/G) 
induces a filtration of (X, A) say 
A c p c Y’ c ... c YP c ... 
and using the equivariant cohomology Hz( Yp, Y”- ‘) (which are 
n-modules), this filtration yields a spectral sequence [7], with &term a 
classical cohomology theory with coefficients varying from cell to cell (see 
C71) and 
ET“= H”(X/G, A/G; H;(Orb a)), 
where Orb r~ = Orb .Y for some .Y in the cell 6. Furthermore, this spectral 
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sequence converges to H&A’, A). If we localize the filtration above at C we 
obtain the corresponding localized spectral sequence with 
E,p.4[2?‘] = HP(X/G, A/G; HY,(Orb a)[CP’]) 
which converges to H$(X, A)[C-‘1. 
3.8. Remark. We shall see in the next section that in the case X is a 
compact orientable G-manifold, that the converse of Theorem 3.6 is also 
valid, so that in this particular case Index.(X, A) is finite if, and only if, all 
the orbits in X-A have finite Index,,. 
3.9. Remark. Since Index: 6 Index,, , the above finiteness theorems 
obtain for the &index, Index:. However, it is easy to construct examples 
(A’, A) where Index6,(X, A) < 00, while Index,,(X, A) = co. 
4. COMPUTATIONS 
In this section we prove some results useful in making computations of 
Index,, . 
4.1. PROPOSITION (Stability). Let X denote a paracompact G-space and 
S = S”- ’ an n - 1 sphere on which G also acts. We assume G is connected or 
that the base field K = Z,. Then tf X 0 S represents the join of X and S, u,e 
have 
Index,(Xo S, S) = Index,, X. 
Proof We represent points of X0 S by [x, t, ~11, x E A’, YES and 
0 d t d 1 with the usual identifications. Let 
A={[x,t,y],O<t<f}, 
B= { [x, t, VI,+ d t < I}, 
so that A v B= X0 S, X0 S becomes a G-space using the action 
g[x, t, y] = [ gx, t, gy], g E G. A and B are closed invariant subsets. We 
have available the equivariant homotopy equivalence, given by inclusion 
(X-0 S, S) + (X0 S, B) 
as well as an inclusion 
H,$(XoS, B) + H;(A, Xx S). 
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On the other hand (A, Xx S) may be identified with the G-pair (Xx D”, 
Xx s”- ‘) where (x, t, y) = (x, 2~) identifies A with Xx D” and the action 
on D” is given gty = tgy, g E G, y E S”- I. The following lemma completes 
the proof. 
4.2. LEMMA. Index.(Xx D”, Xx S”- ‘) = Index, X. 
Proof: As in previous sections E= EG, B = BG and p: E--f B is the 
universal G-bundle. We consider the disk bundle pair 
which is orientable over K, since either G is connected or K = h,. We then 
have at our disposal the Thorn isomorphism 
cp: H&(X) + H&+“(Xx (D”, S-l)), 
where cp(a)=n*(~). U and the Thorn class UEH”,(XX (D”, F-l)) 
corresponds to a generator in the fiber pair cohomology H”(D”, S’- ‘). 
Now, consider the subring n c H*(B) which acts on Hz(Xx (D”, S”- ‘)) 
via the classifying map 
cp(cd) = rr*(cd.)~ u 
= 7c*(clq;(A)). u 
= n*(E). 7c*(q;(l). u 
= fql(a)l.. 
Thus, the Thorn isomorphism is up to sign a A-isomorphism. Then, 1 
annihilates !.x if and only if 1 annihilates cp(cr). Hence, 
Index,(Xx (D”, ,YP’))=Index, X. 
Lemma 4.2 is a special case of the following more general result. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose (F, FO) + ( Y, Y,) -+‘J X is afiberedpair with, 
( Y, Y,) a G-pair, A’ a G-space and v] equiuariant. Suppose the fibered pair 
(F,Fo)+Ex.(Y, Yo)- Ex,X 
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admits a cohomology extension of the fiber cp: H*(F, F,) + Hz( Y, Y,,) (see 
[ll, p. 2561). Th en, Index,( Y, Y,) = Index, X. 
ProoJ The proof is a direct application of the Leray-Hirsch theorem 
[ 1 l] and is omitted. 
In general, Proposition 4.1 is not valid for &index. However, the follow- 
ing proposition gives conditions under which 
Index>(Xo S, S) = Index,(Xo S, S) 
and under these conditions Proposition 4.1 obtains for &index. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose G, X, S = S--l, and D” are as in 
Lemma 4.2. In addition, assume that the G-action on X is free and that the 
Thorn class U’ of the disk bundle 
is in the image of 6: H”-‘(Xx, S’-‘) + H”(Xx, (D”, Sn-I)). Then 
Index:(Xo S, S) = Index,(Xo S, S) = Index, X. 
Proof: Since Xx (D”, S’- ‘) is a free G-pair, the equivariant map 
(projection) 
f: ExXx(D”,S”~‘)~(XxD”,S”~‘) 
induces a map 
fG: Ex, (Xx(D”, S’-‘)) -+Xxo (D”, Sn--l) 
which in turn induces the diagram 
H”-‘(J-x S-l) 6 H”,(Xx (D”, Sn-‘)) 
I 
t 
.rt fZ 
H”-‘(Xx, Sn-‘) --% H”(Xx, (D”, S’-I)), 
where fg (induced by a restriction off) and f z are isomorphisms because 
of free actions. Thus, if U is the Thorn class of the disk bundle 
h07’64/1-2 
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U is of the form U=SV, VEH;~‘(XXS’~‘). This forces 
image 6 = H;( X x (D”, S” ~ ’ ) ), 
for all q and the result follows. 
4.5. Remark. It is worthwhile noting that Proposition 4.1 H,*(Xo S, S) 
is a monogenic over il with generator u corresponding to the Thorn class U 
of the disk bundle in Lemma 4.2. 
4.6. Remark. When G acts on a sphere S”, it is often useful to write SN 
as a join of lower dimensional spheres X and s” ’ with the action free on 
X. When this is possible and Index,, X is computable one gets a handle on 
the relative index Index,d(X,i S, S), S = S” ~ ‘. 
Here is another application of Proposition 4.1. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose A is monogenic. Then, under the assumptions 
qf Proposition 4.1 with A = S 1 G c X 
Index,,(X, SC) 6 Index,,(X, S) + I 
and the result is valid for S-index. 
Proof (for d-index). Using one of the additivity results, 
Index::(X, S”’ .G) d Indexf,(X, S”‘) + Index,,(S”oG, S”‘). 
But, Index ,,( S”’ ’ G, Y) = Index,,’ G = 1. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let G denote a closed subgroup of O(N), the 
orthogonal group, acting on [w”, Euclidean N-space. Let Q denote u closed, 
bounded inwriant neighborhood qf I?. Let SN ~ ’ denote the unit sphere in [WN 
and A an imariant subset qf SN ~ ‘. Finally, let D denote those points I E X2 
such that .Y/I~.YI~ EA. Then 
und 
Index,,(X& D)>Index,,,(S”-‘, A) 
Index’i;(aa. D) 3 Indext(SNp’, A). 
Proqf: Apply the Piercing Property 2.9, 2.11. 
There is another simple situation when Indexi(Xo S, S) = 
Index,,(Xc S, S). 
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4.9. PROPOSITION. Suppose G acts trivially on S. Then, 
Index;(Xo S, S) = Index,(Xo S, S) = Index,X. 
Proof: It s&ices to prove that 
Index;(Xx (D”, S”~‘))=Index,,,(Xx (D”, S,,-‘)) 
when the action on D” is trivial. The disk bundle 
(ExX)x.(D”,S”~‘) 
i 
Ex,X 
is trivial and hence 
H”,-‘(Xx 9-l) 2 H”,(Xx (D”, S”- ‘)) 
carries the generator of H”- ‘(S--l) to the Thorn class of the disk bundle. 
4.10. Remark. In Proposition 4.8, Index,,(,S- ‘, A) may often be com- 
puted using 4.6, when A is also a sphere. 
For our next result-a duality theorem-we assume without loss of 
generality that our classifying space p: E--f B is the limit of principal 
G-bundles 
cE~cE~+,c . ..EG 
where E, is finite dimensional compact manifolds, orientable over our base 
field K. 
Now let M denote a K-orientable G-manifold of dimension m and A a 
compact invariant subset of A. We make the following assumptions 
ASSUMPTION D. (i) The bundles E,x.(M,A)+B,, E,x, 
(M-A) + B, are orientable over H. 
(ii) If d, is the dimension of E, xci (M, A) and of E, xG (M-A), 
then the inclusion induced homomorphisms 
WE,c XG CM, A )I + WE xci (M, A )I, 
HY(E, xG(M- A)) t HY(Ex, (M-A)), 
are isomorphisms for q < dk. 
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4.11. Remark. In Assumption D, (i) is always satisfied if K = Z, or G is 
connected. (ii) is always satisfied if Ek+ , xG X is obtained from E, xc X by 
attaching cells of dimension > d,, where X = (M, A ) or M - A. 
4.12. DUALITY THEOREM. Let M denote a compact K-orientable 
G-mumfold and A a compact invariant subset so that Assumption D is valid. 
Then, jbr any subring A c H,*( pt), 
Index,,(M, A) = Index,,(M- A). 
Proqf: We will make use of the dual cup product pairing 
HY(E,x&V,A))xH+‘(E,xG(M-A))+Hdk(EkxcM) (1) 
in ordinary duality theory. The result for singular homology and A and 
ANR can be found in [ 121. Then, the result for Alexander-Spanier 
cohomology may be obtained by taking limits. Over n it is easy to check 
that 
(X3”), = fs(yA) = *(.xy)A (2) 
AEA, .YEH~(E,x(M, A)), ~EH’~~ Y(Ek X~ (M-A)). Our Assumption D 
forces 
bHY(E, xG (M, A)) = HY(E xG (M, A)). 
Suppose now that /1~ A annihilates H*(E xG (M-A)) and take 
s= (.x1} l limH”(E, x (M, A)). 
Take li, sufficiently large so that .xkl faithfully represents x, 
xk, E HY(E,, x (M, A)). 
Let .Yk, denote the dual of .Y~:,, where 
u’ck, E H%q(EL, x (M-A)). 
Choose, J’ = { JIM} so that 
())AjEl&l H d”l~q(Ek~(M-A))=H+Y(Ex(M-A)) 
and v~, = .V,, . Since I annihilates y, it annihilates ykl = Xk,. Thus, II 
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annihilates xk,, using (1) and (2), for all sufficiently large k,, and therefore 
annihilates x = {xk}. This forces 
Index,(M, A) < Index,(M- A). 
The reverse inequality follows from a symmetric argument. 
4.12. Remark. The duality theorem is not valid, in general, for &index. 
Of course it may be used in those circumstances where Index,(M, A) = 
Index‘J(M, A). 
4.13. Remark. When the duality theorem applies, the equality 
Index,(M, A) = Index,(M-A) 
implies that Index,(M, A) < cc implies Index,( Orb x) < cc for every 
x E A4 - A. Thus, in such a situation we have a converse for Theorem 3.7. 
We will encounter the next two propositions in Section 5. 
4.14. PROPOSITION. Suppose Index:(X, A)= +co where (X, A) is 
G-pair, A monogenic and X and A are locally contractible so that we may 
employ singular homology theory. Then, for every positive integer N, there is 
a subset X, of X such that X, - A is precompact and Index;(X,, A) 3 N. 
ProoJ: The proof follows standard lines using the following facts. Over 
a field H,*(X, A; W) is strictly dual to HT(X, A; W); singular homology has 
compact supports; the classifying space EG can be taken as the limit of 
compact spaces. 
4.15. PROPOSITION. Suppose Index; (X, A ) > 2, and for each x E H - A, 
Ha(Orb x) = H*(pt). Then, X-A consists of infinitely many orbits. 
Proof: In the contrary case, HyG(X, A) = 0 for q B 1 and hence 
Indexi(X, A) < 1. 
Consider the cohomology functor Hz[ and suppose X is a G-space and 
X,,E Fix X is a point fixed under the action. Then, we have equivariant 
maps 
xg t x 
P 
which yield a split exact sequence 
0 + ker i* + Hz(X) $ H,$(x,) + 0 
and we set A,(X) = ker i*, the reduced equivariant cohomology of X. We 
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have, then, the usual exact sequences (of a pair, MayerVietoris, etc.) using 
these reduced groups. We will illustrate using examples which are useful in 
applications. 
Let G = S’ act on the Euclidean space IF!‘@ Rzk orthogonally so that R’ 
is the fixed point set of this action. Then, all points in R’O R”” - R’ have at 
most finite isotropy. Let D”‘, PH= I+ 2k, denote the unit ball in R’O R”‘. 
We wish to compute Indexi(D”‘, S”‘+’ u D’), where /i = Hz( it) and coef- 
ficients are in Q, the field of rationals. 
4.16. LEMMA. fi,(S”’ ‘)= Au, dim u=rn- 1, arzd A,(S’-‘)=/1u, 
dim r=/- 1. 
Proqf: See Lemma 1.6 in [6]. 
Consider the /l-homomorphism induced by inclusion 
Then, if XE A is the 2-dimensional generator, i:(u) = dtl. Now, consider 
the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence (A,*(P) = 0), 
* 
and let do = 11’. Since iz is manic, ii’ generates (over A) @(,YP i u D’), 
X’N = 0 and ~8 ‘11’ # 0. Thus, 
4.17. LEMMA. Jf’ $21 = Annih A$( S”- ’ u D’), then rank n/a = k. 
4.18. PROPOSITION. Indexf,( D”‘, S” ’ u D’) = k = (~2 - 1)/2. 
Proqf: We first observe that 
Index$i( D”‘, S” ’ u 0’) = Index,,(D”‘, S”-’ u D’) 
because in the exact sequence 
+H;jD’“)& H;I(S’-‘c&)4 H;+‘(LY”,S”‘-’ uD’)+ 
iz is injective forcing 6 to be surjective. If we consider the corresponding 
reduced cohomology sequence, we obtain an isomorphism of /i-modules 
Ifl;(Sm-’ LJ 0’) -% Hy,+ ‘(D”. S” ~ ’ u D’). 
An application of Lemma 4.17 completes the computation. 
We record here some additional facts which will be useful later. Let E 
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denote a separable Hilbert space on which S’ acts as a group of unitary 
transformations. Suppose v, ,..., vl ,..., is an orthogonal basis for E such 
that E, = span(vj,..., v,> is the fixed point set of the action. Let 
E, = span{v, ,..., v ,,..., v~+~,,,}. For fixed m, B 0, let E&, denote the 
orthogonal complement of E,,, Si = as, n E,&, S = 8B,, R > p. Finally let 
D’= B, n E,, aD’= S’- ‘, ,4 = H*(BS’), K = Q. 
4.19. PROPOSITION. (a) Index6,(E-S,I, SuD’)=mO. 
(b) Index:(E, Su D’) = +CO. 
(c) Index6,(E,uS, SuD’)=m. 
Proof (a) Let D,, = B, n E,,. A simple geometric argument verifies 
that 
(E-S;,SuD’) z (SuD,,,SuD’), 
where -G signifies G-homotopy equivalence, so that 
Index,(E- Si, Su 0’) = Index,JSu D,,, SU 0’). 
Applying excision, and letting S,, = do,,,,, 
Index,(S u D,,, S u 0’) = Index,(D,,, S,, u D’) 
=m, (Proposition 4.17 ), 
Therefore, 
Indext(E- S:, Su D’)d Index(E- Si, Su D’) = m,. 
On the other hand, (D,, LJ S, S u 0’) c (E - Sj, S u D’) and mO = 
Indexb,(D,, u S, S u D’). Thus Index:(E - S$, S u 0’) 2 m,. 
(b) Index6,(E, Su D’)=Index,(E, Su 0’). 
On, the other hand, we have isomorphic n-modules 
AZr(S’-‘)~~~(SuD’)~s:HZt(E, SuD’). 
But, fi~(S’~‘)=/1[u], dimu=l-1, and hence Index,(E, SuD’)= +a. 
(c) Let D,= B,n E, and S,-r =aD,. It suffices to compute 
Index$,( D, u S, S u D’). The following diagram 
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&(S u D') - H,*(E,,, u S, Su D’) 
‘) = EXCISION 
\ f c 
fl,*(S,,p , u D’) - HW,, Se, uD’) 
/- 
We now look at a variation of Proposition 4.19. Let R, < R2 < ... < 
R,cR,,~ < ..., denote an unbounded sequence of positive numbers and let 
S,,, denote the sphere in E, centered at the origin and of radius R,. Also, 
set 
Define sets A, inductively by 
A,=S,, A,,,+,=S,,,+luA,uC,. 
Note that, 
A,cA,cA,c . ..A.cA,+,c ... 
and A my S,, (homotopy type). Set A = (J A,. Observe that A has the 
property that every compact subset is contained in some A, and A is 
locally contractible. Thus, A is acyclic over any coefficients. Sp’ and E, are 
as in Proposition 4.18 with p < R,,, 1. 
4.20. PROPOSITION. (a) Index:(E- Si, A u E,) = m,. 
(b) Index;(E, A u E,) = 00. 
(c) Index;(E,uA, AuE,,)=m. 
Proof: (a) We may assume without loss of generality that 
A=U,>m, A, and since 
Index.(E- Sj, A u EO) = Index;(E- Si, A u D’), 
where D = B n e I R=Rn,+l, we focus our attention on the pair 
(E - Sj, A u &. COdnsider the inclusion map 
i: AuD’+E-S,I. 
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Define a homotopy (equivariant) 
H, : AvD’+E-S,i 
by 
if 1x1 > R 
H,(x) = 
i 
(1 -t)x+rRfi, 
X if 1x1 <R. 
Since E - Sj ix a G-ANR we may apply the equivariant homotopy exten- 
sion theorem to obtain an equivariant map 
cp:(E-S,I,AvD’)+(E-S,I,SuD’), 
where S = cYB, and q(A) c S with cp 1 D’ = identity. Since A is acyclic, it is 
easy to see that 
cp:: Hz(Sv D’) + Hz(A n D’) 
is surjective. Thus, using Proposition 4.18 we have 
Index:(E-Sj, AuD’)bIndexb,(E-Si, SvD’)=m,. 
(b) Again, we focus our attention on Index:(E, A u D’). Since A is 
acyclic the argument is the same as for Proposition 4.19b. 
(c) Model the proof after 4.19(c). 
Now, to complete the proof of (a) we see that 
m, = Index;(E,, u A, A u D’) < Indexb,(E - Sj, A u D’). 
5. APPLICATIONS TO ABSTRACT CRITICAL POINT THEOREMS 
Our objective in this section is to illustrate how the relative index theory 
Index: for paracompact G-pairs is used in the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann 
method for determining the existence of critical points of an invariant 
functional in situations where the action of symmetry group G is not 
necessarily free. The setting is usually a Hilbert or Banach manifold E on 
which a compact Lie group G acts. We assume that our A c H*(BG, W) is 
monogenic and M is a field throughout this section, and list those proper- 
ties pertinent to the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann method. Let C? denote the 
category of invariant pairs (X, A), A c XC E and equivariant maps. 
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(R,,) When A = @, Indexf,(X, A) = Index,,X. 
(R,) If .f‘:(X,A)+(Y,B) is equivariant and ,flA:A+B is a 
homeomorphism, then 
Indexfr(X, A) d Index:l( Y, B). 
(R,) When (X, A), YES, 
Indexf,(Xu Y, A) d Index’j,(X, A) + Index,, Y, 
(R,) Indexf,( X, A) < rj whenever one of the following conditions 
obtains: 
(a) X is compact, A is a G-neighborhood retract in X, the isotropy 
subgroup G, is finite for .Y E X-A and K = Q the field of rationals. 
(b) x’ is finite dimensional, separable metric, G, is finite for 
XGX-A and W=Q. 
(R, ) Suppose K = Q and .Y E X- A implies G, is finite. Then, if 
Index”,(X, A) 3 2, X- A contains infinitely many orbits. 
(R,) If Indexl’,(X, A) = SCO, and N is any positive integer there is a 
subset & of X such that X,V - A is precompact and Indexfr(X,V, A) > N. 
(R,) Index,, X3 1 if and only if X# @. 
In order to keep the discussion within reasonable topological bounds, we 
replace the usual PalaissSmale condition (PS) on C’ functionals f: E + R 
by its consequence, namely the condition that ,fl K is proper, K the critical 
set, and the required deformation theorem. K,. will denote (f 1 K) ~ l(c) and 
A, = ;x:,f’(.u)<c). 
5.1. DEFINITION. A C’ functional f: E + Iw is said to be generalized 
Palais-Smale (gPS) if f 1 K is proper, where K is the set of critical points 
and for every c E 1w, F> 0, and neighborhood U of K, , there exists an E > 0, 
c < C and an equivariant map q: E + E such that 
(I) cp(s)=.u if I,f(.u)-~1 >E. 
(2) cp(A, tr - Or) c A, ,:, with the convention that that K,.= @ 
implies U = 0. 
5.2. There are numerous references for the fact that (PS) implies 
(gPS), e.g., [6, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 211. The result for the equivariant case is 
obtained from the case of no G-action present by “averaging” over the 
group G (see, e.g., [ 161). 
As a first example we consider the following simple case. Let S” denote 
the unit sphere in [W”+’ and suppose that the compact Lie group G acts as 
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a subgroup of the orthogonal group O(n + 1). We do not assume the G 
acts freely on S”. However, we do assume that an invariant subset A c S” is 
chosen so that Index: (Se, A) = k < co. For example, when K = Q, the field 
of rationals, and x E S” - A implies G, is finite. Let f: S” --t R denote a C’ 
functional and we study the existence of critical points in S” - A. 
Let C denote those invariant pairs (X, A), where A c Xc S” and C, c Z, 
the subfamily consisting or pairs (X, A) such that Index:(X, A) aj. Then, 
following the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann method, set 
ci= inf supf(x), O<j<k, 
xsz, .rtX 
c; = sup inf f(x), O<j<k, 
x E -r, i E A 
where 
maxflA=c,<c, < ... <c,=maxf, 
minflA=cb>c’,> ... >ck=minf: 
Simple examples show that it may well happen that cO = ck and c& = c;, i.e., 
both max f and min f occur in A, and ,f has no critical points in S” - A. In 
the contrary case, choose p and q minimal so that 
(1) co=c, = ... =cp<c pf, d ... dc, 
or 
(2) c;=c;= ... =c’>c’ Y > ... ac;. ytl’ 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose jtir each x E s” - A, G., is finite and K = Q. 
Then, f has at least k - p[k - q] critical orbits in case (1) [case (2)]. 
ProoJ The proof follows standard lines. We only emphasize the relative 
character of the argument, i.e., the role of A and confine ourselves to case 
( 1). Suppose 
C ,+‘= ... =cj+[= C, p>j, l<ldk-j. 
It suffices to prove that Index, K,.> 1. Since c> cO= max f 1 A, A and K, 
are disjoint, invariant sets and we may find an invariant neighborhood U 
of K,. such that U c S” - A and Index, U = Index,, K,.. Let E= i[c,+ , - c,]. 
Then, according to [13], f is (gPS) since the deformation there is 
automatically equivariant. Choose E = E(E) and cp: S” + S” satisfying the 
conditions in (gPS). Choose Xc S” such that 
Index;(X, A) B j+ I, AcXcS” 
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and 
supf(x) 6 s + E. 
x 
Since (R2) 
and 
Index,,(UnX)<Index,, U=Index,, K, 
we have 
Index::(X- U, A) 3 Indexjl(X, A) - Index ,, K,.. 
If Index K, <I, then Indexf,(X- U, A) >j+ 1. But cp(X- U, A)c A,.-, and 
hence c,+ , < c, a contradiction. 
To apply Proposition 5.3 one needs to determine where the “jump” 
(‘,<(‘,,I occurs. Consider the following situation. Suppose one can find a 
set B c S”- A such that Indexf,(S” - B, A) = p < Index:(S”, A) = k and 
min .fl B > max ,fl A. Then, one may verify easily that cp < cp+ , so that f 
has at least p-h- critical points. This phenomenon has a natural extension 
to infinite dimensions and motivates the following definition. 
5.4. DEFINITION. Let A and B denote disjoint invariant sets in our 
G-manifold E. We say that A and B G-link provided 
Indexf,(E- B, A)<Index”(E A) A 9 . 
When Index”,( E, A) = +IX, above, we say that A and B strongly G-link. 
The following proposition gives some justification for this notion. 
H:(X, A)=Hz(EGx, (X, A)), denotes equivariant homology. 
5.8. PROPOSITION. If A and B G-link, then there is an element v # 0 in 
Hf+ ,(X, A), q 3 I, such that in the diagram 
Hy”+ ,(X, A) L H;(A) “, H,G(X- B), 
where i: A + X- B is inclusion, i: a”(v) # 0. 
Proof Since, we are working over a field 06, the simple argument using 
the fact that H$(X, A) and Hz(X, A) are dual may be supplied by the 
reader. 
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An example of G-linking in a Hilbert space is provided by 
Proposition 4.19. 
A geometric concept of linking of two sets in Hilbert space in special cir- 
cumstances has been employed by Benci and Rabinowitz [15] and 
others [ 163, to prove “critical point theorems” for H, and S’ actions. The 
following theorem is in that spirit, but is in terms of our cohomological 
linking concept and for general G. 
5.5. THEOREM. Suppose G acts on an infinite dimensional manifold 
Banach manifold E andf: E + R is a C’ invariant functional which satisfies 
(gPS). Suppose A and B are closed invariant subsets of E such that 
(i) for all XEE-A, HF(Orbx)=H*(pt). 
(ii) A and B strongly G-link. 
(iii) infflB>supflA. 
Then, f  possesses an unbounded sequence of critical values. 
Proof. Let 
Cj= (Xl A c Xc E, Index;(X, A) Bj) 
and 
ci= inf sup f(x). 
xcz, L 
Let us make some preliminary observations. Property (R,) assures us that 
the ci)s are well-defined. Suppose m, = Index:(E- B, A) then, XE Cj, 
j > m, implies that Xn B # 0. For, otherwise (X, A) c (E - B, A) and 
Index:(X, A) < m,. Therefore, 
maxflA=c,< ... <c,,<c,,+i< ... <c,<ci+,< .... 
The multiplicity statement in the proof of Proposition 5.3 holds here 
without change so that we have infinitely many critical points in E-A. It 
remains to show that the c/s are unbounded. The proof of this fact is 
basically the same as in [6], with minor modifications. Let 
R=f-'Cc,,+l, C] n K. R is compact and lies in E - A. Index,, R < cc and 
C is a critical point. Let E= 1 (C- c,~) and take a neighborhood U of k such 
that Index,, U= Index,, K, and U c E-A. Let E = E(E) and cp: E + E be 
given via the (gPS) condition at C. Now let j= Index,R and choose 
mBm,+l such that c,>C--E and XEC,,,,~ (i.e., Index:(X, A)gm+j) 
such that 
SUpf <C,,,+j+E<C+E. 
x 
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Then, 
~~~+.j<Indexj:(X, A)dIndex:;(X- U, ~)+Index,.,~ 
and hence 
Indexf,(X- U, A) 3n1 
cp(X- U,A)cA,. <. with cp 1 A = identity. Therefore, Index’: cp(X- U, A) 
3 111 and hence c,,, d C - e, contradicting c,,, > ? - E. 
An immediate corollary to this theorem is the following result in [6]. 
The proof in [6] uses a “Borsuk-Ulam Theorem” for nonfree S’ actions. 
Theorem 5.5 will allow applications to groups more general than S’. The 
setting is a separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert space E on which S’ acts 
as a group of unitary transformations. We suppose an orthogonal basis 
~1, ..., I’ ,,..., for E has been chosen such that E, = span{ u, ,..., u,J = Fix E. Let 
E,,, = span 111, ,..., L’ ,,..., v,+ ?,,, i . 
5.6. COROLLARY [6]. Suppose E is as ahoue and f: E + iw is an 
S’-inrarianf C’ ,fitnctional ,thich .satiTfies (PS) and the followkg conditions: 
( 1 ) For each m 3 0 there is an R,,, > 0 such that f(s) < 0 ,for all x E E,, 
u,irh 11.~11 > R,,,. 
(2 ) There is an m0 and a p > 0 such that 
inf.f’/ ?B,, n E,$ > max(O, sup f), 
EC 
B,, = i.K / l/.KIl 6 p ). 
Then, f’ possesses an unbounded .seyuence of critical z1alue.s. 
Proof: Let B = i7B,, n EiO and A’= A v  E, where A is the set in 
Proposition 4.20. Then B and A’ strongly G-link by Proposition 4.20 and 
inf f 1 B > sup j-1 A’. 
Note also that using rational coefficients s E E-A’ implies Hz(Orb X) = 
H*( pt). That (PS) implies (gPS) follows from [6]. Theorem 5.5 then 
applies to give the result. 
We now propose to prove the analogue of Corollary 5.6 for SU(2) 
actions. 
Our SU(2) setting is the following. Let E denote a separable Hilbert 
space on which SU(2) acts as a group of unitary transformations so that all 
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orbits are orientable, i.e., the only allowable isotropy subgroups (up to 
conjugacy) are &Y(2), T= S’ the maximal torus and finite subgroups of 
SU(2). We let E, and ET the subspace consisting of those x E E fixed by T. 
5.7. THEOREM. Let E denote infinite dimensional Hilbert space over @ 
with an allowable SU(2) action and f: E + U% a C’ functional satisfying (PS) 
such that 
( 1) for each finite dimensional subspace F of E there is an R, > 0 such 
that f(x) d 0 for all x E F with llxll 2 R,; 
(2a) if dim ET is infinite, there is a finite dimensional invariant sub- 
space F, 3 E, and a p > 0 such that 
inf f 1 as,, n F,i > max(O, sup f ); 
J% 
or 
(2b) if dim ET< CCI, let E, denote the smallest invariant subspace (it 
will be finite dimensional) containing ET. Then there is a finite dimensional 
invariant subspace F0 3 E, such that 
inf ,fl i3B,, n F+ > max(O, sup f). 
E, 
Then, f possesses an unbounded sequence of critical values. 
Proof: Under assummption (2a) we apply Theorem 5.5 as follows. The 
Weyl group W= 27, = N( T)/T acts on ET with fixed point set E,. Confining 
ourselves to the space E”, we let B= as,, n (ETn F,,)’ and A’ = A u E, 
where A is constructed analogous to the set in Proposition 4.20. Working 
over L2, one can by arguments exactly as in Section 4, verify that 
Index:(ET-BB,AuEO)=nzO<Indexf,(ET,AuEO)= +a, 
where m, = dimension F, - dimension E,. A direct application of 
Theorem 5.5 yield an infinite set of critical points forfl ET. Since Vf( gx) = 
gVf (x) = Vf (x) for x E ET, g E T we have Vf’(x) E ET and every critical point 
off 1 ET is a critical point for f: 
Under assumption (2b) F, I E, II ET. If F is any finite dimensional 
invariant subspace of E containing E, , then dimension F - dimension E, is 
a multiple of 4, say 4k and if S(F) and S(E, ) are the unit spheres in F and 
E, , respectively, 
Index:(S(F), S(ET)) = k 
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(see [7]). There is a set A in this situation analogous to that of 
Proposition 4.20 and (using the techniques of Section 4) 
Index~,(E-B,AuE,)=m,<Index:‘,(E,AuE,)= +CC 
where m, = a (dimension F, - dimension E,). Again, Theorem 5.5 applies 
with G = SU( 2). 
5.8. Remark. Theorem 5.7 has a simple extension as follows: First, all 
in (2b) the action an be any unitary action and in (2a) E, may be replaced 
by ENT, the fixed point set of the normalizer of T. In the latter case, this 
allows a finite dimensional subspace of nonorientable orbits. 
5.9. COROLLARY. The usual homomorphism SU(2) + SO(3) induces an 
analogzte qf Tlzeoretn 5.7 ,for allowable SO(3) actions. 
5.10. Remarks. The fact that ET when finite dimensional lies in an 
invariant finite dimensional subspace of E can be seen as follows. E may be 
written as a continuous direct sum W, 0 W, @ . 0 , of finite dimen- 
sional irreducible SU(2) modules, i.e., E = 0 (see [22] ) and hence 
Since dim ET < cc only a finite number of W:s appear on the right. 
A precise list of the irreducible representations W, allows us to determine 
what representations (actions) are allowable for SU(2) and SO(3); see, e.g., 
~231. 
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